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Abstract

Using dimensional analysis and _nite element calculations we derive several scaling relationships for
conical indentation into elastic!perfectly plastic solids[ These scaling relationships provide new insights into
the shape of indentation curves and form the basis for understanding indentation measurements\ including
nano! and micro!indentation techniques[ They are also helpful as a guide to numerical and _nite element
calculations of conical indentation problems[ Finally\ the scaling relationships are used to reveal the general
relationships between hardness\ contact area\ initial unloading slope\ and mechanical properties of solids[
Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ Introduction

Indentation experiments have been performed for nearly one hundred years for measuring the
hardness of materials "Tabor\ 0885#[ Recent years have seen increased interest in indentation
because of the signi_cant improvement in indentation equipment and the need for measuring the
mechanical properties of materials on small scales[ With the improvement in indentation instru!
ments\ it is now possible to monitor\ with high precision and accuracy\ both the load and dis!
placement of an indenter during indentation experiments in the respective micro!Newtons and
nano!meters ranges "Pethica et al[\ 0872^ Stone et al[\ 0877^ Bhushan et al[\ 0885#[ In addition to
hardness\ basic mechanical properties of materials\ such as the Young|s modulus\ yield strength\
and work hardening exponent\ may be deduced from the indentation load vs displacement curves
for loading and unloading[ For example\ the hardness and Young|s modulus may be calculated
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from the peak load and the initial slope of the unloading curves using the method of Oliver and
Pharr "0881# or that of Doerner and Nix "0875#[ Finite element methods have also been used to
extract the mechanical properties of materials by matching the simulated loading and unloading
curves with the experimentally determined ones "Bhattacharya and Nix\ 0877^ Laursen and Simo\
0881^ Bolshakov et al[\ 0885#[

In spite of the signi_cant progress made in recent years\ the understanding of the general form
of indentation loading and unloading curves is still lacking[ In this paper\ we derive\ using
dimensional analysis and _nite element calculations\ simple scaling relationships for indentation
of elastic!perfectly plastic solids using a rigid conical indenter[ These scaling relationships provide
new insights into the shape of indentation curves and should\ therefore\ be useful to the interpret!
ation of results obtained by instrumented indentation techniques\ including nano! and micro!
indentation measurements[ They may also be helpful as a guide to numerical and _nite element
calculations of conical indentation problems[ Finally\ the scaling relationships can be used to
reveal\ as shown in the following\ the general relationships between hardness\ contact area\ elastic\
and plastic properties of solids[

1[ Dimensional analysis

We consider a three!dimensional\ rigid\ conical indenter of a given half angle\ u\ indenting
normally into an elastic!perfectly plastic solid characterized by the Young|s modulus "E#\ Poisson|s
ratio "n#\ and yield strength "Y#[ The friction coe.cient at the contact surface between the indenter
and the solid is assumed zero[ Unlike the cases of indenting into elastic or rigid!plastic solids\ this
apparently simple problem involving elastic!perfectly plastic solids has in fact no analytical solu!
tion[ However\ dimensional analysis can be carried out to reveal the scaling relationships of conical
indentation in elastic!perfectly plastic solids[

1[0[ Dimensional analysis of loadin`

In general\ the quantities of interest from the loading portion of indentation measurements
include the force "F# and the contact depth under full load "hc# "Fig[ 0#\ from which the contact
radius "a# and the hardness under full load "H# can be evaluated\

a � hc tan u\ "0#

Fig[ 0[ Illustration of conical indentation[
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H �
F

pa1
[ "1#

The two dependent variables\ F and hc\ must be functions\ fL and `\ of all the independent
governing parameters\ namely\ Young|s modulus "E#\ Poisson|s ratio "n#\ yield strength "Y#\
indenter displacement "h#\ and the indenter half angle "u#]

F � fL"E\ Y\ n\ h\ u#\ "2#

hc � `"E\ Y\ n\ h\ u#[ "3#

Among the _ve governing parameters\ E\ Y\ n\ h\ and u\ two of them\ namely E and h\ have
independent dimensions[ The dimensions of Y\ n\ u\ F\ and hc are then given by

ðYŁ � ðEŁ\

ðnŁ � ðEŁ9 ðhŁ9\

ðuŁ � ðEŁ9 ðhŁ9\

ðFŁ � ðEŁ ðhŁ1\

ðhcŁ � ðhŁ[ "4#

Applying the P!theorem in dimensional analysis "Barenblatt\ 0885#\ we obtain]

Pa � Pa"P0\ n\ u#\ or equivalently\ F � Eh1Pa 0
Y
E

\ n\ u1\ "5#

Pb � Pb"P0\ n\ u#\ or equivalently\ hc � hPb 0
Y
E

\ n\ u1\ "6#

where Pa � F:Eh1\ Pb � hc:h\ P0 � Y:E\ n\ and u are all dimensionless[
Based on the above dimensional analysis\ we can make several observations for a rigid conical

indenter with a given half angle\ u\ indenting into an elastic!perfectly plastic solid characterized by
E\ n\ and Y[ First\ the force on the indenter\ F\ is proportional to the square of the indenter
displacement\ h[ Second\ the contact depth\ hc\ is proportional to the indenter displacement\ h\ or\
the ratio\ hc:h\ is independent of the indenter displacement[ Furthermore\ this ratio is only a
function of Y:E and n for a given u[

1[1[ Dimensional analysis of unloadin`

Since unloading takes place after loading during which the indenter reaches the maximum depth\
hm\ the force\ F\ is now a function\ fU\ of six independent governing parameters] Young|s modulus
"E#\ Poisson|s ratio "n#\ yield strength "Y#\ indenter displacement "h#\ the maximum depth "hm#\
and the indenter half angle "u#

F � fU"E\ Y\ n\ h\ hm\ u#[ "7#

Dimensional analysis yields
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Pg � Pg"P0\ P1\ n\ u#\ or equivalently\ F � Eh1Pg 0
Y
E

\
h
hm

\ n\ u1\ "8#

where Pg � F:Eh1\ P0 � Y:E\ P1 � h:hm\ n\ and u are all dimensionless[
In contrast to loading\ eqn "8# shows that the force\ F\ is\ in general\ no longer simply pro!

portional to the square of the indenter displacement\ h[ It also depends on the ratio\ h:hm\ through
the dimensionless function Pg[

We now consider the initial unloading slope dF:dh[ Taking the derivative with respect to the
indenter displacement and evaluating it at hm\ eqn "8# becomes]

dF
dh bh�hm

� Ehm $P?g 0
Y
E

\ 0\ n\ u1¦1Pg 0
Y
E

\ 0\ n\ u1%[ "09#

Consequently\ the dimensionless quantity\

0
Ehm

dF
dh bh�hm

� P?g 0
Y
E

\ 0\ n\ u1¦1Pg 0
Y
E

\ 0\ n\ u10 Pd 0
Y
E

\ n\ u1\ "00#

is independent of h:hm and is a function\ Pd\ of only Y:E\ n\ and u[ Equation "00# shows that the
initial unloading slope is proportional to hm in each indentation experiment for which E\ n\ Y and
u are _xed[

2[ Finite element analysis

Finite element calculations using ABAQUS "0885# have been carried out to illustrate the
scaling relationships given by eqns "5#\ "6#\ and "00# and to evaluate the dimensionless functions
Pa"Y:E\ n\ u#\ Pb"Y:E\ n\ u#\ and Pd"Y:E\ n\ u#[ Following earlier work e[g[\ Bhattacharya and Nix
"0877#\ the frequently used indenter half angle of 57> is chosen to illustrate the essential physics of
conical indentation[ To simplify notation\ Pi"Y:E\ n# "i � a\ b\ d# is used instead of Pi"Y:E\ n\ 57>#
"i � a\ b\ d#[ The dependence on indenter angle is implied[

Similar to previous _nite element calculations\ the large strain elasto!plastic feature of ABAQUS
is used[ In the _nite element model shown in Fig[ 1 the indenter and solid were modeled as bodies
of revolution to take advantage of the axisymmetry of conical indentation[ The indenter was
modeled as a rigid body[ The surface of the rigid indenter was de_ned using the ABAQUS feature
of analytic rigid surface de_nition[ The semi!in_nite elastic!perfectly plastic solid was modeled
using 2599 3!node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral elements[ A _ne mesh in the vicinity of the
indenter and a gradually coarser mesh away from the indenter were used to ensure a high degree
of numerical accuracy and a good representation of the semi!in_nite solid[ Indeed\ the results were
shown to be insensitive to the boundary conditions at the bottom and outer boundaries of the
mesh[ The loading and unloading curves were essentially the same "e[g[\ less than 9[3) and 0)
changes in peak loads and initial unloading slopes\ respectively# under three types of boundary
conditions] "0# the bottom and outer surface nodes were _xed\ "1# the outer surface nodes were
traction!free with bottom surface nodes _xed\ and "2# roller boundary conditions were applied to
the bottom and outer surface nodes[ Therefore\ the mesh used provides a good approximation to
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Fig[ 1[ Finite element mesh[ "a# General view and "b# detailed view of the contact region[

a semi!in_nite solid[ The yield criterion was that of Mises[ The loading and unloading curves were
obtained directly from the ABAQUS output of the total reaction force in the normal direction on
the rigid indenter as a function of indenter vertical displacement[ The calculations were performed
using ABAQUS version 4[4 and 4[5 on workstations[

Figure 2 shows two examples of the calculated loading and unloading curves for two sets of
values of E\ Y\ n and several values of hm[ The loading curves were _tted with a power function]
F � ahx\ where a and x are two _tting parameters[ The exponent\ x\ obtained from all simulations\
such as that shown in Fig[ 2 is between 0[87 and 1[92[ The simulation thus shows that the force\
F\ is proportional to the square of the displacement\ h\ for any set of values of E\ n\ and Y\ as
predicted from dimensional analysis\ eqn "5#[

Figure 3 displays the relationship between the calculated hc and h for several sets of values of E\
n\ and Y[ The predicted linear dependence\ eqn "6#\ is evident[ The contact depth\ hc\ was obtained
from the ABAQUS output of the surface pro_les during the calculation of the loading curves[
From Fig[ 3 it is apparent that the ratio hc:h can be either greater or smaller than one\ corresponding
to the {{piling!up|| and {{sinking!in|| of the displaced surface pro_les\ respectively[

Figure 2 also shows examples of unloading curves calculated for various hm[ The unloading
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Fig[ 2[ Indentation curves obtained from _nite element analysis[ "a# For E � 199 GPa\ n � 9[2\ and Y � 19 GPa and
"b# For E � 199 GPa\ n � 9[2 and Y � 1[9 GPa[ The initial unloading slopes are also shown[

slope was obtained from a linear _t to the _rst two or three points on the unloading curves[ "Care
was taken so that the two or three points are su.ciently close together to represent initial
unloading[# The initial unloading slopes are plotted against the maximum depth hm in Fig[ 4 for
several sets of values of E\ n\ and Y[ A linear relationship between the initial unloading slope and
the maximum depth for each set of values of E\ n and Y is evident\ con_rming the predictions by
eqn "00#[

To evaluate the dimensionless functions\ Pi"Y:E\ n# "i � a\ b\ d#\ simulations were performed for
a large number of Y and a few selected values of E and n[ Figures 5\ 6\ and 7 display the respective
F:Eh1\ hc:h\ and
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Fig[ 3[ Relationships between contact depth\ hc\ and indenter displacement\ h\ obtained from _nite element calculations
for several cases of E and Y with n � 9[2[

Fig[ 4[ Relationships between initial unloading slope\ dF:dh\ the indenter displacement\ h\ obtained from _nite element
calculations for two cases of E and Y with n � 9[2[

0
Ehm

dF
dh bh�hm

vs Y:E[

It is evident from Fig[ 5 that\ for a given value of n\ the quantity "F:Eh1\ Y:E# lies on a single curve[
Thus\ F:Eh1 is a function of Y:E and n\ as predicted by dimensional analysis\ i[e[\
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Fig[ 5[ Scaling relationships between F:Eh1 and Y:E[

Fig[ 6[ Scaling relationships between hc:h and Y:E[

F:Eh1 � Pa"Y:E\ n#[ Similarly\ Fig[ 6 suggests that hc:h is insensitive to n and is a function of only
Y:E\ i[e[\ hc:h � Pb"Y:E\ n# ¼ Pb"Y:E#[ Finally\ Fig[ 7 shows that

0
Ehm

dF
dh bh�hm

� Pd"Y:E\ n#[

Thus\ simple scaling relationships\ such as that given by eqns "5#\ "6#\ and "00# exist for a rigid
conical indenter indenting into elastic!perfectly plastic solids[ Although the numerical values of
the dimensionless functions\ Pi"Y:E\ n\ u# "i � a\ b\ d#\ have been calculated for a particular indenter
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Fig[ 7[ Scaling relationships between "0:Eh# dF:dh and Y:E[

angle "e[g[\ u � 57>#\ similar _nite element calculations can obviously be performed for other
angles of interest[

3[ Discussion

As an application of the scaling relationships\ we consider the relationship between hardness
and elastic and plastic properties of solids[ Using eqns "0#\ "1#\ "5# and "6# the ratio of hardness of
yield strength is given by

H
Y

�
cot1"u#

p

K

H

H

H

H

k

Pa 0
Y
E

\ n\ u1
Y
E

P1
b 0

Y
E

\ n\ u1

L

H

H

H

H

l

[ "01#

Clearly\ the hardness is independent of the depth of indentation\ h[ The ratio H:Y is\ in principle\
a function of Y:E and n\ as well as indenter geometry "u#[ Taking u � 57> for example\ the
dependence of H:Y on Y:E and n is illustrated in Fig[ 8[ It is apparent that\ over the practically
relevant range of Y:E\ the ratio H:Y is not a constant[ The hardness\ H\ depends on Y\ E\ and\ to
a lesser extent\ n[ However for most metals for which 9 ³ Y:E ³ 9[90\ the ratio H:Y is between
1[4 and 1[5[ This ratio H:Y is never 2\ which was observed in indentation into metals using spherical
indenters "Tabor\ 0885^ Johnson\ 0874#[ Furthermore\ the ratio H:Y decreases with increasing
Y:E[

Also plotted in Fig[ 8 is the prediction of H:Y given by Johnson|s spherical cavity model for
conical indentation into elastic!perfectly plastic solids "Johnson\ 0869\ 0874#]

H
Y

�
1
2 60¦ln $

E
5Y"0−n#

cot u¦
1
2

0−1n

0−n %7[ "02#
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Fig[ 8[ Relationships between H:Y and Y:E determined by _nite element calculations and that by Johnson|s spherical
cavity model[

In deriving eqn "02# Johnson idealized the surface pro_les by neglecting piling!up and sinking!
in e}ects[ It is thus expected that Johnson|s model could overestimate H for small Y:E where
{{piling!up|| occurs and underestimate H for large Y:E where {{sinking!in|| occurs[ Finite element
calculations\ on the other hand\ take into account the e}ects of piling!up and sinking!in on
hardness[

As a second application of the scaling relationships\ we consider the relationship between the
initial unloading slope\ the contact radius\ and Young|s modulus of materials[ Using eqns "0#\ "6#\
and "00# we obtain

0−n1

Ea
dF
dh bh�hm

�
0−n1

tan u

K

H

H

H

H

k

Pd 0
Y
E

\ n\ u1
Pb 0

Y
E

\ n\ u1

L

H

H

H

H

l

[ "03#

We evaluate eqn "03# for u � 57> and plot it against Y:E in Fig[ 09[ It is apparent from Fig[ 09
that this quantity is roughly independent of Y:E and n and is given by

0−n1

Ea
dF
dh bh�hm

¼ 1[0529[97[ "04#

In fact\ Fig[ 09 and eqn "04# illustrate a special case of a general relationship between the initial
unloading slope\ the contact radius\ Young|s modulus\ and Poisson|s ratio]
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Fig[ 09[ A relationship between
0−n1

Ea
dF
dh bh�hm

and Y:E[

0−n1

Ea
dF
dh bh�hm

� 1[ "05#

Although eqn "05# was initially derived for indentation into elastic solids "Sneddon\ 0852^ Pharr
et al[\ 0881#\ we have recently generalized it to the initial unloading in elasticÐplastic solids using
indenters with axisymmetric smooth pro_les "Cheng and Cheng\ 0886#[ Furthermore\ we have
shown that eqn "05# should hold true even for materials with work hardening and initial stress[
While eqn "05# was derived using linearized boundary conditions\ _nite element calculations take
into account nonlinear e}ects\ including large strain and moving contact boundaries[ Therefore\
the small di}erence in numerical values between that given by eqns "04# and "05# is not unexpected[
In practice\ either equation may be used to estimate the elastic constant\ "0−n1#:E\ from the initial
slope of unloading curves\ provided that the contact radius is known[

4[ Summary

Using dimensional analysis and _nite element calculations we have derived several scaling
relationships for conical indentation into elasticÐperfectly plastic solids[ We have shown that\ for
loading\ the force on the indenter is proportional to the square of the indenter displacement[ The
contact depth is proportional to the indenter displacement[ For unloading\ the initial unloading
slope is proportional to the depth of indentation[

Using these scaling relationships we have determined relationships between hardness\ contact
area\ initial unloading slope\ and mechanical properties of solids[ Speci_cally\ the ratio of hardness
to yield strength "H:Y# is shown to be a function of the ratio of yield strength to Young|s modulus
"Y:E# and Poisson|s ratio "n#[ The functional dependence is signi_cantly di}erent from that
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predicted by Johnson|s spherical cavity model for conical indentation[ This di}erence is most likely
caused by the fact that the spherical cavity model does not take into account the sinking!in or
piling!up of surfaces around indenters[ We have also shown that\ although the contact radius\ a\
and the initial unloading slope\ dF:dh\ at a given indenter displacement are both functions of Y:E
and n\ the ratio\

0−n1

Ea
dF
dh

\

is roughly a constant[ Thus\ the elastic constant\ E:"0−n1#\ can indeed be evaluated from the initial
unloading slope\ provided that the contact radius is known[

Although the scaling relationships have been derived for conical indentation\ the same approach
can be applied to indentation using pyramidal indenters\ since pyramidal indenters are also
geometrically self!similar[ Consequently\ the scaling approach should form the basis for under!
standing indentation measurements using both conical and pyramidal indenters[ They could also
be helpful as a guide to numerical and _nite element calculations of conical and pyramidal
indentation problems[

These scaling relationships may also be used to detect the experimentally encountered {{inden!
tation size e}ect||[ It has been frequently reported that the apparent hardness increases or\ some!
times\ decreases as the size of the indent decreases in conical and pyramidal indentation exper!
iments[ A number of suggestions have been put forward to explain this indentation size e}ect\
including the formation of microcracks under the indenter "Quinn and Quinn\ 0886#\ the in~uence
of a hard surface layer\ and a dependence of ~ow strength on the gradients of plastic strain "Poole
et al[\ 0885#[ In some cases\ the indentation size e}ect has been shown to be an experimental
artifact\ caused by the incorrect determination of the contact area "Iost and Bigot\ 0885#[ The
scaling relationships derived in this study are necessary consequences of conical or pyramidal
indentation in a homogeneous solid without an intrinsic length scale[ Accordingly\ deviations
from these scaling relationships suggest the existence of such intrinsic length scale[ The scaling
relationships can\ therefore\ be used to detect the {{indentation size e}ect|| caused by some intrinsic
length scale[ However\ a general theory for indentation size e}ects is clearly beyond the scope of
conical indentation in elastic!perfectly plastic solids and requires future studies[
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